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Reinforcement learning is the hot topic area of the 

current research. As technology overgrows the 

assortment of information and the density of work 
becomes demanding to manage. To solve the density of 

work and human labor machine learning technology 

developed. Multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL) 

is recognized as the arena of machine learning which is 
useful to train multiple agents by learning from the 

surrounding environment. The objective of this report is 

to improve an algorithm which can represent the training 
of MARL in tensor. In MARL multiple agents are work 

together to achieve a joint work. To share the training 

data of multiple agents we need to store the previous 

cumulative experience of agents in tensor. Our research 
discovers cooperation and competition of agents, with 

local and global goal of agents in MARL. Local goals 

are the cooperation of three agents in a team where we 
use the training model as a student and teacher agent. 

Global goal is the competition among two contrary 

teams to get the reward. All learning agents have their 
own Q table for storing the training data of each agent in 

an environment. Due to the number of learning agents 

increase and their training experience in Q tables rises, 

the requirement for representing multiple data becomes 
the most challenging issue. To solve the challenges for 

data representation in multiple agent association we 

introduce tensor to store multiple data. Tensor expressed 
as the three-dimensional array and it is also used for N-

way array which is used to represent and to access 

different data. The improved algorithm for this report is 
on how to learn three cooperative agents against the 

opposed team by using tensor-based framework in Q 

learning algorithm. We prove that our newly algorithm 

can store the training data of multiple agents. Tensor 
requires small storage size than matrix for the training 

data of agents. Three agent cooperation benefits to have 

maximum optimal reward than two agent cooperation. 
Multi-operator frameworks (MASs) is a region of 

dispersed artifi-cial insight that underscores the joint 

practices of specialists with somedegree of self-rule and 

the complexities emerging from their interactions.The 
research on MASs is strengthening, as bolstered by a 

developing num-ber of gatherings, workshops, and diary 

papers. In this study we givean outline of multi-operator 
learning research in a range of zones, in-cluding 

fortification learning, developmental calculation, game 

theory,complex frameworks, specialist demonstrating, 

and robotics.MASs go in their portrayal from agreeable 

to being competitivein nature. To tangle the waters, 

serious frameworks can show appar-ent helpful conduct, 
and the other way around. Practically speaking, 

specialists can showa wide scope of practices in a 

framework, that may either fit the mark ofcooperative or 

serious, contingent upon the conditions. In this sur-vey, 
we talk about current work on helpful and serious MASs 

andaim to make the differentiations and cover between 

the two approachesmoreexplicit.Lastly, this paper sums 
up the papers of the first International work-shop on 

Learning and Adaptation in MAS (LAMAS) facilitated at 

the fourthInternational Joint Conference on Autonomous 

Agents and Multi AgentSystems (AAMAS'05) and spots 
the work in the above surve. Multi-specialist frameworks 

(MASs) is a territory of appropriated artificial knowledge 

thatemphasizes the joint practices of operators with some 
level of independence and thecomplexities emerging 

from their connections. The exploration on MASs is 

heightening, as bolstered by a developing number of 
meetings, workshops, and journalpapers. This book of the 

first International workshop on Learning and Adapta-tion 

in MAS (LAMAS), facilitated at the fourth International 

Joint Conference onAutonomous Agents and Multi Agent 
Systems (AAMAS'05), is a continuationof this pattern. 

The objective of the LAMAS workshop was to build 

mindfulness and interestin versatile operator research, 
support joint effort between Machine Learning(ML) 

specialists and specialist framework specialists, and give 

a delegate review ofcurrent research in the territory of 
versatile operators. The workshop filled in as an in-

clusive gathering for the conversation of progressing or 

finished work concerning boththeoretical and 

commonsense issues. All the more accurately, specialists 
from the multi-agentlearning network introduced late 

work and examined their most current thoughts fora first 

time with their companions. A significant piece of the 

workshop was dedicatedto model MASs for different 

applications and to create vigorous ML 

techniques.Contributions spread on how an operator can 

get the hang of utilizing ML procedures to act indi-
vidually or to organize with each other towards 

individual or regular goals.This is an open issue 

progressively, loud, collective and conceivably 
adversarialenvironments.This basic article has a twofold 

objective. The first is to give a broadoverview of 

momentum MASs exploration. Likewise there are barely 
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any assurances about the combination and consistency 

of learning calculations . This is so in light of the fact 

that in the multiagent case nature state changes and 
rewards are influenced by the joint activity of the 

considerable number of operators. Along these lines, the 

estimation of an operator's activity relies additionally 

upon the activities of the others and consequently every 
specialist must monitor every one of the other learning 

specialists, conceivably bringing about an ever-moving 

objective . As a rule, learning within the sight of 
different specialists requires a fragile compromise 

between the soundness and versatile conduct of every 

operator . Because of the astronomic number of potential 

states in any sensible condition as of not long ago 
calculations actualizing support learning were either 

restricted to basic settings or should have been helped by 

extra data about the elements of the earth . As of late, in 
any case, the Swiss AI Lab IDSIA and Google 

DeepMind have delivered breathtaking outcomes in 

applying support figuring out how to exceptionally high-
dimensional and complex conditions, for example, 

computer games. Specifically, exhibited that AI 

specialists can accomplish superhuman execution in a 

different scope of Atari computer games. Strikingly, the 
learning operator just uses crude tactile information 

(screen pictures) and the prize sign (increment in game 

score). The proposed technique, the supposed Deep Q-
Network (DQN), joins a convolutional neural system for 

learning highlight portrayals with the Q-learning 

calculation . The way that a similar calculation was 
utilized for learning altogether different games may 

propose it has potential for progressively broadly useful 

applications. 

Ventilators are one of the most basic clinical gadgets 
required for rewarding patients hospitalized with 

coronavirus (COVID-19). Be that as it may, numerous 

nations are as of now going up against the test of a 
deficiency of ventilators. Another innovative reaction to 

the expected worldwide lack of respirators and 

ventilators is being overseen by the Israel Air Force. The 

multi-accomplice venture includes the quick creation of 
a model for imperative sought after clinical gear. The 

new model is relied upon to cost a large number of 

dollars not exactly regular answers for ventilators. 
Despite the fact that the model is substantially more 

fundamental than standard ventilator machines, it very 

well may be compelling for use rewarding the least 
entangled intubated patients, when no different 

alternatives are accessible. Israel is getting ready for a 

circumstance like in Italy or Spain, where the quantity of 

accessible mechanical ventilation machines has missed 
the mark regarding the quantity of COVID - 19 patients 

in basic condition. 
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